SKAKO PACKAGING SYSTEM

SEMI-AUTOMATIC WEIGHING AND PACKAGING

The SKAKO Packaging System is a flexible system that can fill different size carton boxes and plastic returnable boxes. It is easy to operate and reprogram, which makes it especially suitable for industries that operate with many different items and short and medium size batches.

**Features:**
- Compact, single floor, design, which allows it to be placed in a limited floor space area with no need for extra ceiling height
- An open construction, which makes the machine easy to clean and the process both accessible and easily monitored with low risk of mixing products when switching from one to another
The standard system consists of a vibrating storage feeder, a vibrating conveyor, a chute system with accumulation possibility, a table with integrated load cells and an integrated sample/check weighing platform. This all is controlled by a Siemens PLC.

It can be configured in different sizes and supplied with a lift and tip unit. The lift tipper is configured according to the customer’s specific container/containers.